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K 'Naan's â€œWaving Flag,â€� based on the singer's childhood experiences, became an anthem for change. Young or old, black or white, rich or poor, nobody could. 
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CANADA’S CULTURAL MOSAIC Lillian Green



Father John Redmond Catholic Secondary School, Toronto, ON Canada is often called a “cultural mosaic.” Our nation was born from relationships between European pioneers and Aboriginal peoples who, over the years, learned to accept each other, and ultimately celebrate each other’s customs and traditions. Canada’s diversity consists of contrasting colours that manage to con1plement each other and to create one beautiful picture. Sometimes, the blue tiles attempt to devalue the orange tiles, but without both colours, our mosaic would not be complete. Every culture, religion, and ethnicity contributes to Canada’s diverse identity. Specifically, Canada’s black community has played a significant role in defining our culture.
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100 Years ago, Canada was in the midst of a massive armed conflict: World War I. Thousands of brave Canadians participated in the war effort, and many fought and died for our country. Along the Canadian troops was an instrumental group of black men: the No. 2 Construction Battalion. Despite initial rules against black men joining a “white man’s war,” this all-black battalion eventually formed in 1916, allowing black Canadians to contribute to the war effort. Members of the battalion played an important role behind the lines, building bridges and roads and diffusing land mines in order to advance the Allied soldiers and halt the enemy. The immense contributions of these brave men, although not initially recognized, proved to be crucial to the Allies’ victory. Black Canadians’ war contributions did not begin with the Great War. Over 100 years earlier, the Coloured Corpss helped defeat the American soldiers in the War of 1812. Richard Pierpoint, the military commander who led the Coloured Corps to victory, was born in Senegal and sold as a slave to a British officer in America. His contributions to the British side of the American Revolution won him freedom and land in Niagara region, where he continuously fought for black rights. He petitioned to create a black community and, in1812, black involvement in the war. Pierpoint became the leader of the Coloured Corps, an all-black regiment that fought courageously in numberous battles, including Queenston Heights, the seighe of Fort George, and the battle of Lundy’s Lane. The Coloured Corps also build Fort Mississauga, located near the mouth of the Niagara River.
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The War of 1812 was vital to Canada’s path to becoming a nation. If it has not been for the brave soldiers defending our land from American invasion, Canada would not exist. Similarly, Canada’s contribution to victory in W WI established Canada as a nation. Without black Canadian contributions to these two wars, Canada would not be the country it is today. Canada’s more recent defining moments have come from cultural events. For example, Canadians were brought together in the 1990s when Donovan Bailey of Oakville became the fastest man on earth. Bailey represented Canada as a 100-metre sprinter and a member of the four-by-100-metre relay team. He sat an Olympic and world record in the 1996 Olympics, completing the 100-metre dash in 9.84 seconds. Despite claims that his speed was inferior to that of 200-metre specialist Michael Johnson, Bailed defeated Johnson in a 150-metre showdown in 1997. Bailey’s success rectified Canada’s disappointment and humiliation after former track hero, Ben Johnson, tested positive for illegal substances in 1998. The victory restored Canadians’ sense of national pride, especially in our athletes. Many Canadians also take pride in our talented musicians, some of whom have impacted millions all over the world. In 2009, one song took the world by storm. K ‘Naan’s “Waving Flag,” based on the singer’s childhood experiences, became an anthem for change. Young or old, black or white, rich or poor, nobody could escape its captivating lyrics, ‘·patiently wait/for that faithful day/it’s not far away ...” The song brought attention to issues of poverty, especially in the third world. After the tragic eathquate in Haiti in January 2010, 53 Canadian artists came together to rerecord K’Naan’s hit, raising over $1 million for recovery efforts. I remember my school holding a pyjama-day fundraiser to support the cause. The work of one black Toronto musician brought Canada together to make a difference on a global scale and help those in need: a tremendous achievement for not only black Canadians, but every member of our diverse nation. Black Canadians have made significant contributions to our country’s diverse heritage and identity. Like every subculture in Canada, the black community has played an important role in the makeup of our cultural mosaic, and without these heroes, our country would not be the masterpiece it is today.



The work of one black Toronto musician brought Canada together to make a difference on a global scale....
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Mosaic 

child weighing more than 40 lbs. (18.1 kg) or ... 18,1 kg (40 livres) ou mesurant plus de ..... IF WHEEL SQUEAKS, use a light oil (e.g., WD-40, 3-in-1, or sewing ...
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Mosaic - UserManual.wiki 

assembly instructions could result in serious injury or death. ... child in view while in stroller. ..... To register your Graco product from within the U.S.A. visit us.
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FOURNITURES Bernat® Mosaic 

Gl1envafd = glisser la maille suivante à l'envers avec le fil derrière. Gl1envafa = glisser la maille suivante à l'envers avec le fil à l'avant. INSTRUCTIONS.
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Laurent Simon (Mosaic) 

21 nov. 2013 - documentation de ce processus de négociation, qui implique des experts .... Rédacteur en chef et éducateur, Greg J. Smith examine plusieurs ...
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Cultural Misunderstandings 

I'm responsible of the damage I make ... unknown. â–« Telephone is desirable for friends and close relationship. American Culture. â–« The telephone is like the car.
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BERNATÂ® MOSAIC FOULARD Ã€ FESTON (AU TRICOT ... 

(AU TRICOT). DIMENSIONS. Approx 9 x 60 po [23 x 152.5 cm]. TENSION. 18 m et 24 r = 4 po [10 cm] en point jersey. ABRÃ‰VIATIONS http://www.bernat.com/.
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BERNATÂ® MOSAIC FOULARD Ã€ FESTON 

Approx 9 x 60 po [23 x 152.5 cm]. TENSION. 18 m et 24 r = 4 po [10 cm] en point jersey. ABRÃ‰VIATIONS http://www.bernat.com/ abbreviations/. FOURNITURES.
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critiques discographiques - Cultural District 

Format: SA-CD 5.1 & stereo /CD Hybrid. Ingénieur du son: Mark Donahue / John Newton / Dirk Sobotka. Editeur/Label: Fresh! Reference Recordings. Ref: FR- ...
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Cultural Report - Nicolas LermÃ© 

This report presents my fifteen weeks placement in the Virtual Reality laboratory at the University of Teesside in .... were male and 51.2% were female. Children ...
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â€œLets Build NOtoGMO MOSAIC Together !â€� 

We invite you to â€œLets Build NOtoGMO MOSAIC Togetherâ€� project. What does â€œNo to GMOâ€� mean to you? Draw it, paint it, add graphical components and create ...
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Coordination ... - Balears Cultural 

Music. Mestres de la fusta i derivats. Master craftsman: Wood and its derivatives. 95 .... a little piece of Majorca. ..... There are two classes of wood: softwood such.
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A Cross-Cultural Investigation 

Abstract. Mobile commerce (M-commerce) has been acknowledged as one of the most representative transaction types ... However, while uncertainty avoidance moderates the impacts of business trust and security on .... of the total variance.
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canadas cities and their surrounding land resource ... AWS 

This Canadas Cities And Their Surrounding Land Resource Les Villes Canadiennes Et Les Terres. Environnantes PDF on the files/S3Library-B241f-0e78e-8822b-C9f77-03141.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief. Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at t
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PROGRAMA SEMANA CULTURAL (definitivo) 

linguistique appliquÃ©e: La recherche sur le lexique en salle de coursÂ» et Â« La recherche de l'apprentissage significatif: la grammaire affectiveÂ». Vendredi 26 mai ...
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A Quantitative Classification of Mediterranean Mosaic-Like 

Blondel, J. & Aronson, J. 1999 Biology and Wildlife of the ... University of California Press, Los Angeles. Da Lage, A. ... Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
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enshroud mosaic chronicles volume 8 dbid 3d5g 
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A cross-cultural study 

tion and the other relates to the adaptive problem that communication poses. We then .... ware of your friends not your enemies'') than non-dialectical proverbs,.
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A cross-cultural study 

While this hypothesis has. 488 Jean-Baptiste van der Henst et al. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7 .... ships between a focal object and the field, and a preference for explaining.
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cultural revolutions dbid 5d2k 
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cultural guide dbid p4t7 
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Le rapport Durham et le sort des deux Canadas (suite) 

Les politiciens du Canada-Uni sont dÃ©Ã§us de ne pas avoir obtenu la responsabilitÃ© ministÃ©rielle. a) Ã€ quelle stratÃ©gie ont-ils recours pour la rÃ©clamer de ...
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Scholarships Magreb EMM17 - CULTURAL COMES 

Early Music Morella en colaboraciÃ³n con la AsociaciÃ³n Cultural Comes convoca cinco (5) becas destinadas a alumnos extranjeros procedentes de paÃses del ...
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cultural orientations guide dbid wz 
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CULTURAL-PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES AND URBAN 

one facet of the wider resurgence of a so-called new economy generally in. 461 .... ket town of Hay-on-Wye has parlayed its annual literary festival and its pro- .... products are relatively small in number over any given period of time but.
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